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Abstract

This paper discusses the use of non-parametric regression approach as a new view of mod-
elling the force of mortality which is an important and fundamental concept in modelling the
future lifetime. The local polynomial method uses robustness ideas from the linear regression
combined with the local fitting ideas from the kernel methods. Our topic is to compare this
approach with Gompertz Makeham’s law based method. Differences are presented throught the
amounts of selected product of supplementary pension saving constitutes the third pillar of the
pension system in Slovakia. All of the computations for this paper was undertaken in statistical
software R.
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1. Introduction

One of the important tasks in actuarial science is the force of mortality that represents in-
stantaneous rate of mortality at a certain age measured on an annualized basis. True force of
mortality curve (function) is unknown, we are only able to model this true function from col-
lected data represented by the ratio of number of dying to number of living at a current age.
Therefore, we get the estimatimation of Survival function based on noise dataset.

In the paper we visualize how to find the true function of the force of mortality. In the last
decades of the 20th century, statisticans focused on the parametric model founded by Benjamin
Gompertz see (Gompertz 1825), and later updated by William Makeham see (Makeham 1860).
Gompertz started with a simple parametric equation which involves basic intuition about the
true function also called the Standard Survival model. His exponentially increasing function
used to date drew our attention to a difficult restricted optimalization problem. Every statistical
software implement Standard Survival model with different solutions and optimalization forms
influenced by the start estimations. Also, the choice of a numerical method is important and
numerically sensitive. For all the reasons above we made a decision to use the estimations of
Standard Survival model follows Špirková et al. (2016).

In this paper we look into the Survival model from non-parametric statistical point of view.
Notice that we are in a one dimensional space represented by one regressor (age) and response
(ratio of dying to living at a current age) in otherwords, we are in a field of simple regres-
sion. Modern non-parametric regression techniques give us a lot of opportunities to find an
approximation of the true function, namely kernel smoothers, B-splines, smooth splines, iso-
tonic regression, wavelets etc., see (Faraway 2016). Kernel smoothers achieve flexibility in
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estimating the true function over the domain (increasing ages) by fitting different but simple
model separately at each point of interest or a target point. This is done by using only observa-
tions close to the target point (target age) to fit the simple model. Therefore, we could imagine
a sliding window from left (lower age) to right (higher age) on domain wherein we compute
our simple model (for example average). This window covering area around the targed point is
represented by a weighting function or a kernel. The kernels are typically indexed by a param-
eter that dictates the width of the window. For modelling we use Local polynomial regression
which is a combination of kernel methods and linear regression. In other words, in every tagret
point we get weighted polynomial function estimation which is numerically stable. Advantages
of modelling such way are robustness and correction of bias on regions of curvature of the
true function. That involves a combination of average, which is presereved, and soft curve on
domain. Also Local polynomial models are used for modelling time series see (Ledolter, 2008).

This paper is divided into four sections and conslusion. In Section 2, we establish the basic
essential theory and technical details for modelling the force of mortality via Standard Survival
model and Survival model using Local polynomial regression approach. Section 3 includes an
application of these methods on life tables published on the website of the Statistical Office
of the Slovak Republic and comparison of these methods. In Section 4 there are analysed the
amounts of selected product of supplementary pension saving constitutes the third pillar of the
pension system in Slovakia with respect to mentioned models of the force of mortality in 2014
whith 1.9% old technical interest rate and 0.7% current technical interest rate (National Bank of
Slovakia, 2013, 2015). Moreover, in this part we present confidence intervals as an additional
benefit from non-parametric regression as well as we analyse the amounts from "confidence
bounds" for the mentioned selected product.

Our aim is to present and compare this new numerically stable method which does not re-
quire hard optimalization skills. Also the Local polynomial regression involve a strong intuition
about unknown true function as well as the Standard Survival model.

All of the computations for this paper was undertaken in statistical software R. For more
details see R website which can be found at (R Core Team 2013). Ploted figures were supported
by R library ggplot2 developed by (Wickham 2016).

2. Basic Concept of Survival Modelling

Let x-th denote a life aged x, where x > 0. The death of x-th can occur at any age greater
than x, and we can model future lifetime of x-th by continous random variable Tx. We denote
true function of the force of moratlity at age x by µx using definition as in Dickson et al. (2009).

µx = lim
dx→0+

1
dx

Pr[Tx ≤ dx], (1)

which can be estimated by ratio mx = Dx/Px, where Dx is the number of dying at age x and Px
is the number of living at age x. Standard Survival model based on Gompertz law models the
estimation of the force of mortality as follows:

µ̂x = Â+ B̂ĉx, (2)

where Â, B̂ and ĉ are estimations of parameters and x is a target age of individual. Throughout
this paper we illustrate our results on the non-parametric Survival model using Local polynomial
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regression approach, which models for each target point (target age) x the force of mortality as
follows:

µ̂x = α̂(x)+
d

∑
j=1

β̂ j(x)x j. (3)

where α(x) and β j(x) are regression coefficients for each target age x. Equation (3) can by
solved as extended least squares problem using formula as in Hastie at al. (2009):

min
α(x),β j(x), j=1,2,...,d

N

∑
i=1

Kλ (x,xi)

[
yi−α(x)−

d

∑
j=1

β j(x)x
j
i

]2

(4)

where:

• N - sample size, in our case N = ω maximum age to which a person can live,
• Kλ (x,xi) - kernel or weighting function, which assigns a weight to xi based on its dis-

tanece from x,
• λ - dictates the width of the neighborhood,
• d - polynomial degree, for modelling the force of mortality d = 2 is sufficient.

In other words Local polynomial regression solves separate weighted least squares problem at
each target point x. Equations (2) and (3) decribe estimations of function µx thus if we know
some approximation of µ̂x from mx, then we can calculate all the survival probabilities using
actuarial notation following Dickson et al. (2009)

t px = exp
{
−
∫ x+t

x
µr dr

}
≈ exp

{
−

x+t

∑
r=x

µr

}
, (5)

where t px is the probability that individual x-th survives to at least age x+ t. Particular discrete
solutions for each target point (age) x are sufficient in this paper.

3. Data and Results of Analysis

On modelling of the estimation of the true function of the force of mortality, we use life
tables which are published on the website of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic. For
illustration of our method we select life tables of the year 2014.

For Standard Survival model we use estimated parameters from Špirková et al. (2016)
presented in Table 1 with respect to expression (2) for three models estimated on male, female
and mixed unisex.

Table 1: Estimated constants of the Gompertz’ Survival model using gender and unisex life
tables of 2014

Â B̂ ĉ

Male 0.000000 0.0000689 1.094054
Female 0.000000 0.00000434 1.126396
Unisex 0.001433 0.00001293 1.113202

Source: Špirková et al. (2016)
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From Table 1 we can see roughlly "same" parameters Â and B̂ in gender models except for ĉ
which represents trend drift. As we know unisex tables are weighted mixtures of gender tables
what intuitivelly indicates that parameters in unisex model should be also roughlly similar, but
they are not.

The Local polynomial regression method uses robustness ideas from the linear regression
combined with the local fitting ideas from kernel methods, which involves needed increasing
variance in the curve tails. For modelling of survival probability, with respect to expression
(3) we use R function loess in core library developed by Cleveland et al., (1993) with our
configuration. Firstly, based on knowledge, we have to fill R function only with trimmed data
from an age of interest to a point of maxim mx which represents surface of plausible ages.
Secondly, we keep default configurations of kernel function, kernel width parameter and others,
except for the surface control set to allow extrapolation. After training algorithm with these
configurations we get expected results. Moreover, using presented cookbook is sufficient for
fitting any force of mortality function.

Furthermore, estimations of parameters of the Local polynomial Survival model with respect
to expression (3) includes 3∗ (plausible ages) parameters and could not be shown in table as
Standard Survival model. Therefore, we present the estimation as fitted points represented by
line shown in Figure 1. Our intention is to show differences among fitting Standard Survival
and non-parametric model namely Local polynomial Survival model. For demonstration we use
unisex life tables of the year 2014 see Figure 1.

From plot we can see small difference in curves except for the right tail where the difference
is evident. Here is a demonstration of how Local polynomial regression holds whole curve
robust average from left to right or otherwise. Based on these curve estimations we present
corresponding point estimations with respect to expressions (2) and (3) listed in Table 2 where
we add colmumn of differencies. Let us denote µ̂x via Gompertz as µ̂

(G)
x and µ̂x via Local

polynomial as µ̂
(LP)
x .

Table 2: Spreadsheet results for point estimations of both Survival models using unisex life
tables of 2014

Age µ̂
(G)
x µ̂

(LP)
x Difference

62 0.01231663 0.01141426 0.00090237
63 0.01312603 0.01254415 0.00058188
64 0.01412610 0.01380196 0.00032414
65 0.01532411 0.01520215 0.00012196
66 0.01672538 0.01676084 -0.00003546
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

98 0.36562411 0.47550943 -0.10988532
99 0.38999152 0.52917583 -0.13918430

100+ 0.41511601 0.58891737 -0.17380136

Source: the author’s work

These estimations are crucial and from the table we can not see average difference or a
measure of difference. For this purpose Mean Absolute Error which is a quantity used to mea-
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Figure 1: The Force of Mortality calculated from unisex life table represented by points fol-
lowing line, Gompertz Survival model by dashed line and Local polynomial Survival model by
solid line
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Source: the author’s work using library ggplot2.

sure how close one estimation is to the eventual estimation. The average difference equals to
0.01912636. In the next section we mention how this small difference influences the amounts
of selected product.

4. Comparing on selected product

We continue with the comparision of these models on selected product of the supplementary
pension saving, on the basis of which pension annuities can be paid out. The mentioned product
includes a permanent monthly annuity and a programmed withdrawal from an accumulated sum
at the beginning of retirement time (does not include survivor’s benefits) namely Gross monthly
pension annuity (GMA). Product is given by formula:

GMA =

S.
(

1− p
100 −

α

100

)
m.ä(m)

x .

(
1+ β

1000 +
δ

1000

) (6)

where

ä(m)
x =

1
m
.

m.(ω−x−1)+(m−1)

∑
r=0

r
m

px.ν
r
m , (7)
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additional actuary notation:

• S - accumulated sum, gross single premium,
• p - programed withdrawal as % from an accumulated value at the beginning of retirement

time,
• i - technical interest rate,
• ν = 1

1+i - discrete discounting factor,
• x - retirement age,
• m - number of paid, or paid out annuities within one year,
• α - initial costs as a % from accumulated sum,
• β - administrative costs as a ‰ from yearly regular annuity,
• δ - collection costs as a ‰ from yearly regular annuity.

In Tables 3 and 4 we present our solutions of monthly paid out annuities with respect to (6)
based on unisex life tables of the year 2014. All monthly paid out annuities are calculated with
a basic accumulated sum of 10,000 C. In the product, we use initial costs in an amount of 3%
from the accumulated sum, administrative costs in an amount of 3 ‰ from yearly annuity and
collection costs in an amount of 1 ‰ form the yearly annuity. In both models we use technical
interest rate of 1.9% p.a. in discouting factor for the probability of survival following Špirková
et al. (2016).

Presented tables include our offers of monthly paid annuities based on estimations of Sur-
vival models with respect to expressions (2) and (3). Moreover, we use additional information
about standard deviation in every target age from Local polynomial Survival model. This infor-
mation makes a possibility to calculate "confidence bounds" of gross monthly pension annuities
which can represent a measure of uncertainty of calculated offers. Note that we use default (1-
0.05/2) percent quantile of gaussian probability distribution without future information about
data generating process. "Confidence bounds" and differences among compared models are
also presented in Table 3.

Table 3: The amount of gross monthly pension annuities (C) according to retirement age with
an accumulated sum 10,000 C

Retirement
age

GMA(G)

(C)
GMA(LP)

(C)
GMA(LP)

left bound (C)
GMA(LP)

right bound (C)
Difference

(C)

62 36.20 35.71 35.44 35.99 0.49
63 37.14 36.62 36.34 36.90 0.52
64 38.23 37.67 37.38 37.96 0.57
65 39.41 38.80 38.49 39.10 0.61
66 40.69 40.02 39.70 40.34 0.67
67 42.07 41.34 41.01 41.67 0.73
68 43.56 42.77 42.42 43.12 0.79
69 45.19 44.32 43.96 44.69 0.87
70 46.97 46.02 45.63 46.41 0.95
71 48.92 47.87 47.46 48.29 1.05
72 51.06 49.91 49.47 50.35 1.15

Source: the author’s work using R
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From Table 3, we can see that the impact of the Local polynomial Survival model compared
to the Standard Survival model causes an average 1.78% (0.76 C) regress of monthly annuities
in 2014 and a difference arising in retirement age from 1.35% to 2.25%. Note that an aver-
age difference among estimations listed in analysis is approximatly 0.02 in proportion to 0.76
C. Monthly annuities with respect to the Standard Survival model are also out of "confidence
bounds" which indicates strong difference among used models. Moreover, we can see a reduc-
tion in monthly pension incomes from pension annuities with the Local polynomial Survival
model ilustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Gross monthly pension annuities calculated from the Local polynomial Survival
model following solid line, GMA via Standard Survival model by dashed line and "Local poly-
nomial Survival model confidence bounds" by dotted lines
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Source: the author’s work using library ggplot2.

Figure clearly shows annuities results and gives us a strong intuition about intersection of
both models with decresing years, on the other side is inverse impact. Both annuity curves
sligthly mimic their force of mortality estimations, see Figure 1. Mentioned regress of monthly
annuity we can be understood as "a price" which individual pays for a higher survival probability
in ages between 90-100 from the Local polynomial Survival model.

In the last part, we use technical interest rates 0.7% ,1.9% and 2.5% to compare the impact
of the technical interest rate on the amount of the pension annuity. In calculations we apply
same process as we present in Table 3 for each technical rate. Technical interest rates also have
a significant impact on the amount of monthly annuities. The increase of the technical interest
rate from 0.7% to 2.5% causes the decrease of average differences among mentioned models
from 2,13% to 1,64%, for more details see Table 4.
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Table 4: Average amounts of gross monthly pension annuities (C) according to the technical
interest rate with an accumulated sum 10,000 C

Technical
rate

GMA(G) GMA(LP) GMA(LP)

left bound
GMA(LP)

right bound
Average

difference

i = 0.7 36.64 35.86 35.55 36.17 0.78
i = 1.9 42.68 41.91 41.57 42.26 0.76
i = 2.5 45.86 45.11 44.75 45.47 0.75

Source: the author’s work using R

5. Conclusion

In this paper we discussed modelling the force of mortality using a new non-parametric ap-
proach with comparision to the Standard Survival model based on Gompenz law. In particular,
we focused on the impact of modelling based on selected product offers of monthly annuities of
the year 2014 with respect to unisex life tables. Moreover, we used "confidence bounds" which
could give us an unknown uncertainty of our offers.

Suggested improvements of modelling make survival probabilities higher for older people
which is fairer to them, however this leads to lower offers of monthly annuities. It would be
interesting to use this approach for products targeted to customers with at age below 80.

In the further research, we plan to study the impact of "the force of mortality confidence
bounds" from the more complex statistical point of view using life tables from last years. That
can provide extra knowledge about a data generating process or a probability distribution. Fur-
thermore, we will hold the information from last years as an inference for this or next year.
Therefore, we would like to improve and extend presented modelling of "confidence bounds"
to cover uncertainty. This bounds can be used to view the future of the force of mortality and
prices of selected products.
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